Pantomime
Introduction
Anatomical and physiological studies of macaque monkeys provide two keys to understanding the inferior parietal cortex.
The first is that the area provides the sensory information that is necessary for using objects. The second is that it provides the sensory information that is necessary for one animal to benefit from seeing another animal doing so. There are three cytoarchitectonic divisions of the inferior parietal cortex, PF, PFG and PG (Pandya and Seltzer, 1982) . Area PG is interconnected with the medial intraparietal area MIP (Rozzi et al., 2006) ; this lies in the upper bank of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (Fig. 1) . Area PFG is interconnected with the anterior intraparietal area AIP (Rozzi et al., 2006) ; this lies anteriorly in the IPS (Fig. 1) .
The function of these areas can be illustrated by describing three phases in feeding. The first involves reaching towards the food, before contact has been made. Lesions of that include PG and the lateral intraparietal area LIP in the intraparietal sulcus ( Fig. 1 ) lead to severe misreaching for pieces of food as visual targets (Rushworth et al., 1997a) . However, the guidance of the limb also requires proprioceptive signals, and area MIP receives a proprioceptive input to the shoulder (Prevosto et al., 2009) . Superior parietal lesions that include MIP impair the proprioceptive guidance of the hand; this can be tested by requiring that the movements be made in the dark (Rushworth et al., 1997c) .
The second phase involves the period just before contact is made with the food. Visual information about the size and shape of the object is needed to shape the hand before contact. This 3-D information is transmitted from the caudal part of the IPS to AIP (Sakata et al., 1997) . Inactivation of AIP impairs the pre-shaping of the fingers before the food is felt .
The final phase involves moving the hand with the food in it. The natural course of action involves bringing the food to the mouth. Many cells in the inferior parietal area PF respond to stimulation of the mouth (Rozzi et al., 2008) ; and there are cells in the area PFG that respond to the combined stimulation of the hand and mouth (Yokochi et al., 2003) . It is a critical finding that many cells in PFG are sensitive to the specific action. Bonini et al. (2011) trained monkeys to put an object in their mouth or in a container. These cells respond differentially depending on what is done with the object.
This inferior parietal system for using objects also provides a means for monkeys to understand the actions with objects that they observe. Since monkeys live in groups, one animal can observe another animal as it feeds. It pays to do so because information can be transmitted about the locations of the most valuable food items. Visual information about the movements of another animal reaches areas PFG and PG via an input from the middle superior temporal motion area (MST) (Rozzi et al., 2006) (Fig. 1) . There is also a projection to PFG from the upper bank of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) (Nelissen et al., 2011) (Fig. 1) , and there are cells in the sulcus that respond differentially depending on the direction in which an individual is seen to walk (Jellema and Perrett, 2003) . As expected from these inputs, cells can be found in area PFG and PG that respond to biological motion (Rozzi et al., 2008) . By contrast, area AIP does not receive a motion input from MST (Rozzi et al., 2006) .
Around 50% of the cells in area PFG respond to visual stimulation (Rozzi et al., 2008) . But, surprisingly, as many as 80% of the cells in area PFG are active during the movements of the animal itself. There could be two reasons for the latter finding. The first is that the cells could be responding to somatosensory signals arising from movement. The second is that they could be responding because they are reciprocally connected with the premotor areas, and thus reflect activity in those areas through back projections.
Roughly 10-15% of the cells in PFG are active both during movement and also during observation of similar movements (Rozzi et al., 2008) . It has been suggested that these 'mirror neurons' may be crucial in understanding an action . They could acquire their property in the following way.
The sight of action, such as feeding, could 'afford' or lead to activity in the premotor areas with which PFG is interconnected. These include areas 44 and 45 ( Fig. 1) , termed Broca's area in the human brain (Frey et al., 2013 ). Cells in PFG can then receive feedback via back projections from areas 44 and 45 to PFG. This feedback could, in principle, be used to represent the action as observed and the action as experienced by the animal when it makes a similar movement itself. If so, one might expect cells with conjunctive properties; and some of these could code for a 'match' in the same way as prefrontal cells can code for a visual match (Wallis et al., 2001) .
One could argue that the ability to understand actions need not depend on such a mechanism, and that vision provides sufficient evidence. But there is evidence from experiments on human subjects that motor feedback might indeed be essential. In imaging experiments on action observation, the activation is greater if the observer is an expert in the action observed (Calvo-Merino et al., 2005) . And it is familiarity with performing the movements, not simply with seeing them, that turns out to be the critical factor for the effect of expertise (Calvo-Merino et al., 2006) .
One advantage of studying human rather than monkey observers is that it is easier to devise formal tests of action understanding for people. Whereas such tests would require many months of training for monkeys, human subjects can simply be instructed to do what is required. But if human subjects are to be studied, the question arises whether the areas that are involved in action knowledge are the same as in monkeys.
That they might not be is suggested by the syndrome of apraxia in stroke patients. This results from lesions that are b r a i n r e s e a r c h 1 5 8 2 ( 2 0 1 4 ) 6 4 -7 6 centered on the inferior parietal lobule and the lesions are in the hemisphere that is dominant for language (Kalenine et al., 2010) . Different forms of apraxia are assessed either by requiring the patient to imitate gestures or to use pantomime to demonstrate the use of objects. Monkeys can neither imitate gestures nor demonstrate the use of objects in pantomime.
But it could be argued that the executive impairment in apraxia is simply due to the requirement that the movements be performed in mid-air. This means that they are under proprioceptive control. And monkeys with lesions that include MIP are impaired at producing coordinated movements under proprioceptive control (Rushworth et al., 1997b) . So the impairment in apraxia as observed in humans could result from interference with the same mechanisms described in monkeys.
However, patients with apraxia are also impaired when tested in recognition (Rothi et al., 1985; Kalenine et al., 2010) . Since the lesions are in the dominant hemisphere it could be argued that the impairment is bound up in some way with language. Wang and Goodglass (1992) found a relation between auditory comprehension and the ability to recognize pantomime. And in a follow up study Vaina et al. (1995) tested aphasic patients and showed that they were impaired at choosing the object that is appropriate for a pantomime observed in video form.
Studies of patients can only give an imprecise delineation of the critical areas, and thus it could be that the lesions encompass both areas that are involved in action understanding and areas that are involved in language. Accordingly, the current study was carried out using fMRI to visualize the areas for action understanding when healthy subjects perform the same pantomime recognition task as the in studies of patients by Vaina et al. (1995) . The same videos were therefore used. In the videos, actions were performed in pantomime, and two objects were then presented (Fig. 2) . The subject had to choose the one that best fitted the action in the previous pantomime.
Because objects were presented at the choice phase, a comparison condition was needed in which objects were also presented. It was also a requirement that there be no motion in this condition so that it could act as a static control. A final requirement was that this condition also tested the association between an action and an object. In this control condition, therefore, photos of objects were presented together with photos of two hands (Fig. 3) . The subjects had to choose between the hands, only one of which showed the appropriate hand-grip for that object. We accept that this condition is a compromise in that it did not show the body, but it was essential that the photos of hands be clear enough to allow the judgement to be made.
The pantomime task provides a recognition test for what can be done with objects. In scanning subjects on this task we were therefore able to see whether the area that was activated was the same as that in which cells have been described in monkeys that fire differentially depending on the action observed. If so, this would explain why it is the inferior parietal cortex that is critical for understanding of what can be done with objects. As described earlier, it is area PFG that is involved in the third phase of action when the object is already in the hand and is now put to use.
Results
We have simplified our account of the results in that we have chosen to highlight the activations that we take to be most A grey display with a white fixation mark is shown first, followed by a red exclamation sign indicating that the subject should attend to the test-figures that follow. In a video, shown twice, the silhouetted figure is reaching up to pluck an object. The choices shown in photographs presented after the end of the pantomime are an apple or pumpkin. The correct choice is the apple.
significant in interpreting the data. In doing so we have concentrated on activations on the lateral surface.
Pantomime versus hand-grip
Fig . 4 shows the lateral views for the activations for the contrast of pantomime with hand-grip. It will be seen that the activations are widespread and that they are more extensive in the left hemisphere than in the right. Rather than listing all the activations, Table 2 gives the coordinates for those that we take to be most revealing. These are also labeled in Fig. 4 .
Visual motion
The pantomime task involved observing actions, also known as biological motion. For the contrast of pantomime with hand-grip there were activations in three areas known to show activations during motion. These are the MT complex (MTþ), including MST, the superior temporal sulcus (STS) and area V6 on the medial surface (not shown in Fig. 4 ). The allocation of the activations in MTþ and V6 were made on the basis of the coordinates given by Pitzalis et al. (2013) . There were also a series of peaks in the superior temporal sulcus.
Parietal cortex
For the same comparison there were activations in a cluster in inferior parietal cortex. To identify this region we have used the probability atlas of Caspers et al. (2006) . We have also compared the peaks with the clusters identified by Mars et al. (2011) on the basis of their pattern of connections.
We identify the peak at À 48 À 26 29 as in being PFop. In the Caspers atlas the probability is 36%; in the Mars atlas it compares with 50 À 26 30, which is given as the peak coordinate for PFop. We identify the peak at À56 À 22 À 36 as being in PFt. In the Caspers atlas the probability is 71%. It differs from the peak coordinate of 54 À 32 44 given in the Mars atlas, but that lies within the IPS, whereas our peak clearly lies on the cortex of the inferior parietal convexity (Fig. 4) .
Frontal cortex
For pantomime versus hand-grip there was also an activation in the premotor cortex. We identify it as lying in Broca's area 44. The peak coordinate on the left has a 48% probability of doing so in the probability atlas of Eickhoff et al. (2005) . There was also a peak more anteriorly in area 45.
Finally, for the same contrast there were activations more anteriorly in the prefrontal cortex. There were peaks both in the inferior frontal sulcus (Petrides and Pandya, 2002) and on the inferior frontal gyrus. We take the latter to lie within area 47/12. Human area 47 is taken to be homologous with monkey area 12, hence the term (Petrides and Pandya, 2002) . There was an additional activation in the left hemisphere, in the middle frontal gyrus, and this we take to be within area 46 (Sallet et al., 2013) .
There were also activations on the medial surface in the pre-supplementary motor cortex and the rostral cingulate motor area (not shown in Fig. 4 ).
2.2.
Hand-grip versus pantomime Table 3 gives the coordinates of selected activations, and these are also labeled in Fig. 5 . The trial starts with fixation only, followed by red exclamation mark indicating that the observer must attend the test-stimulus. The figure portrays an example of the test stimuli used. Shown here is a hand saw, and two hand grips. The correct hand-grip is the one shown at bottom left of the figure because it is the one that would be used to grasp the object (the saw) for using it in a typical action (sawing). The other, the distracter, has the same finger configurations as the correct hand posture, but the hand is rotated.
Parietal cortex
There was an activation in the anterior intraparietal sulcus in the left hemisphere. We identified this as the human area AIP (hAIP) on the basis of the study of reaching and grasping by CavinaPratesi et al. (2010) . It will be seen from Fig. 5 that this lies clearly in the intraparietal sulcus, whereas the parietal peaks for Pantomime lie on the inferior convexity of the cortex.
Frontal cortex
For the contrast of Hand-grip with Pantomime there were also activations in the ventral limb of the precentral sulcus.
On the basis of the study by Tomassini et al. (2007) , these were identified as lying within area PMv. Finally, there was an activation in the middle frontal gyrus at a level that appears to be in area 9/46 (Sallet et al., 2013) .
Activations common to pantomime and hand-grip
We also calculated an overlap image (not shown). The most important findings are that there was no activation in hAIP for pantomime and no activation in PFt or PFop for hand-grip However, there were two positive findings of note, and these are shown in Table 4 . There was activation in common in the left parietal area PGa (Mars et al., 2011) and in the left dorsal premotor cortex, PMd.
Discussion
The central finding concerns the role of the posterior parietal cortex in understanding actions with objects. When subjects viewed the pantomimes and chose the appropriate objects, there was activation on the anterior part of the inferior parietal convexity. The activated cluster was greater in the left than the right hemisphere. These activations are unlikely to result from the presentation of motion cues alone since there is no activation in the anterior inferior parietal cortex when subjects simply view biological motion stimuli (Vaina et al., 2001 ). There was no activation in hAIP for the contrast of pantomime versus hand-grip. There could be several reasons. One is that, though objects were presented at the choice phase, the BOLD signal was time-locked to the start of the videos. Another is that, as can be seen from Table 1 , in most b r a i n r e s e a r c h 1 5 8 2 ( 2 0 1 4 ) 6 4 -7 6
of the videos the objects would be identified by how they were moved, not by how they were grasped. The last reason could be lack of statistical power.
Homology
These results raise the question as to whether the activated areas in the inferior parietal cortex are homologous with area PFG in the macaque monkey brain. The issue of homology refers simply to common evolutionary origin. Thus, two areas could be homologous even if they support cognitive capacities that differ in kind. Our study is similar to that of Bonini et al. (2010) on monkeys in that the observers watched objects being used. In the study on monkeys the critical actions were transporting the object to one place or another. In our study most of the actions also involved moving the object (Table 1) .
Since the activations in this study and the differential activity in the studies of monkeys lay on the inferior parietal convexity, we conclude that the human area is homologous with area PFG of monkeys. However, as already mentioned this term refers to a common evolutionary origin: it does not preclude change in either lineage since that time. Indeed, we assume that the traits observed in modern monkeys more closely resemble those of the last common ancestor of monkeys and humans than do the homologous traits in humans. Peeters et al. (2009 Peeters et al. ( , 2013 have argued that there is a new area on the human inferior parietal convexity. The reason is that they found activation that appeared to be specific to 
Key med¼ in the parieto-occipital fissure on the medial surface (not shown in Fig. 3 observing tool use. They scanned human subjects while they observed the use of tools to pick up or move an object. In one study the peak was in PFt and in the other in PFop (Table 5 ). The activation was significantly greater when their subjects observed the use of tool rather than a hand to pick up or move an object.
We agree that the differentiation of PFG into PFt and PFop may have been driven by the invention of tools. In our videos 14/15 pantomime involved man-made objects.
However, unlike the videos in the studies by Peeters et al., they did not show a tool being used to operate on an object.
It could be that the critical factor is that the actions involve skill (Table 1) . Biagi et al. (2010) found greater activation in human subjects when they had to perform complex hand movements rather than a simple whole hand grasp. However, in this case the activation lay in the IPS, not in the inferior parietal convexity. Tables 2 and 3. b r a i n r e s e a r c h 1 5 8 2 ( 2 0 1 4 ) 6 4 -7 6
We therefore favor an alternative proposal. This is that the critical factor is that the observer knows what actions are performed with a particular object. You screw in a light bulb, pull a curtain and so on.
Unlike Cebus monkeys (Spagnoletti et al., 2011) , macaque monkeys do not use tools in the wild, and thus they lack this knowledge. However, Peeters et al. (2009) trained two monkeys for two years in the use of a rake and plier. In only one of the monkeys was the activation greater for observing the use of a tool, and that was for pliers alone (their Fig. 13B ). However, this effect was found in PG rather than PFG. This negative finding could be used to support the claim that there is a new area in the human brain.
However, we urge caution in interpreting these findings. Peeters et al. (2009) acknowledge that the effect in human subjects might reflect their expertise. Though the monkeys were taught for two years, the human subjects were necessarily more expert having had experience for life. There could be two differences that are relevant. With experience human subjects have become more competent, and with experience they have also acquired a richer knowledge of the sorts of things that can be done with any object.
We take the more critical finding to be that the activated cluster for pantomime was greater in our study in the left than the right hemisphere (Fig. 4, Table 2 ). The activation in the study by Peeters et al. (2009) was also in the left hemisphere. It is significant that the connections between the inferior parietal and premotor cortex are heavier on the left than the right hemisphere in the human brain (Caspers et al., 2011) .
We suggest that the reason for the left hemisphere dominance is that observation of the hand action affords action in the observer. Since the human observers were all right handed, this would involve the right hand, which is controlled by the left hemisphere. Consistent with this proposal, dominance for action understanding has been described for the right hemisphere in left handers with a strong hand preference (Cabinio et al., 2010) .
Affordance
The evidence for affordances is best illustrated by the results for the contrast of hand-grip with pantomime. As in many previous studies (Chao and Martin, 2000) (Grezes et al., 2003) , the mere observation of a manipulable object led to activation in PMv. The activation in PMv cannot be interpreted as resulting from the button press because there was a button press in both conditions. Just as there can be an affordance for objects, there can also be an affordance for viewing actions (Mengotti et al., 2013) . In our study, observation of action in the Pantomime condition afforded activation in Broca's area 44. This was expected from the study by Nelissen et al. (2005) , in which activation was found in area F5a in monkeys observing action. Area F5a (Belmalih et al., 2009 ) and Brodmann area 44 (Mackey and Petrides, 2010) are neighboring areas in the macaque monkeys.
As in the study by Nelissen et al. (2005) , we also found activation in Brodmann area 45. In the macaque monkey area PFG sends a projection to area 45 as well as to 44 (Frey et al., 2013) . Thus, this activation could also be mediated by feedforward connections.
Choice
Our study differs from the study on monkeys by Nelissen et al. (2005) in that our human subjects were required to make choices. We interpret the activations more anteriorly in the prefrontal cortex as reflecting those choices. In the pantomime condition there were activations in the inferior frontal gyrus (area 47/12). Inactivation of this area severely impairs the ability of macaque monkeys to learn to associate one shape with one movement and a different shape with another (Wang et al., 2000) . Furthermore, if human subjects are scanned while they learn similar associations, there are learning related increases in area 47/12 (Toni et al., 2001) . As can be seen from Table 5 , the coordinates for these activations are similar to those in the present study for retrieving the object that is associated with the pantomime (Table 5) . We take these results to suggest that retrieval of a prelearned association makes demands on the same areas that are involved in the learning it in the first place.
In our study the subjects also had to make a choice in the hand-grip condition. Here the activation lay in area 9/46 in the middle frontal gyrus. Human subjects have also been scanned while they made judgements about the orientation of a hand, for example whether it was oriented correctly for inserting a coin in a vending machine (Bach et al., 2010) . In that study, there was an activation in the left middle frontal gyrus. As can be seen from Table 5 , the coordinate was similar to that in the present study for recognizing the handgrip that was oriented correctly for holding the object. We note that in monkeys there are cells in this area that code for the arm to be used (Hoshi and Tanji, 2004) and that there are projections from the area to both ventral and dorsal premotor cortex (Wang et al., 2002) .
Back projections
In the pantomime condition the frontal activations were more extensive in the left than the right hemisphere (Fig. 4 , Table 2 ). This was true, for example, of the activation in area 44. We have already suggested that the explanation is that in right handers, as all of the subjects were, the observation of hand actions affords action with the right hand, and therefore affords activation in left premotor areas. The effect of an asymmetry in the activation in area 44 would be that the back projections to the parietal cortex would also be stronger in the left hemisphere. An asymmetry in the top-down, back projections from the prefrontal cortex to the posterior parietal cortex would also explain the surprising fact that the activations in the STS are much more extensive in the left than the right hemisphere. This asymmetry is unlikely to result from bottom-up, forward projections in the processing hierarchy. We say this for two reasons: first, a fixation cue was flashed initially; and, second, the videos were presented at that location. Assuming that the subjects directed their gaze at the fixation spot, this means that the videos appeared in central vision rather than b r a i n r e s e a r c h 1 5 8 2 ( 2 0 1 4 ) 6 4 -7 6 predominantly in the left or right visual field. Furthermore, the activations in the human MT complex (hMTþ) were symmetrical, and the cluster in V6 was actually greater in the right hemisphere.
It is true that we only tested observation of the right hand. But Biagi et al. (Biagi et al., 2010) scanned subjects while they observed independent finger movements on piano keys; and they found activation in the left, but not right, parietal cortex independent of the hand observed. Thus, it appears that the results for action observation parallel those for action execution. Schluter et al. (2001) used PET to scan human subjects while they performed independent finger movements. There were activations in the left prefrontal, premotor and parietal cortex independent of whether the right or left hand was used. This was not true for the activations in the right hemisphere. These results are significant given that apraxia also occurs as the result of lesions of the left hemisphere.
Thus, we account for the asymmetry in the parietal activations in the present study, whether in AIP or PFt, by pointing to the asymmetry in the activations in PMv and area 44. We suggest that top-down projections from PMv and area 44 drive the asymmetries in parietal cortex. In monkeys it is possible to record preparatory activity in premotor cortex that precedes that in parietal cortex (Kalaska and Crammond, 1995) ; and it would be possible to check the causal link by inactivating premotor cortex and testing whether the preparatory activity is abolished in the parietal cortex. We assume, admittedly speculatively, that in the human brain it is premotor activity on the left that is driving the parietal activity on the left. But this is an assumption that could be checked.
We have not tested whether the comparison between the information carried by the bottom-up, back projections and the information from vision depends on mirror neurons. Chong et al. (2008) used the repetition suppression technique to show that the parietal activation for observation of hand action was decreased if immediately preceded by performance of the identical action. The effect was not found, however, for the reverse order, though Press et al. (2012) report positive results for Broca's area whichever order is used.
However, while it is clear that mirror neurons should show the effect of repetition suppression, it is less clear that a positive effect of repetition suppression proves the existence of cells that have the properties of mirror neurons. It does, however, indicate that there is an overlap between the population of synapses in a cortical region that is active during observation and the synapses that receive feedback from the area 44.
3.5.
From pantomime to gesture
We have explained the asymmetry in the activations by arguing that viewing actions affords actions with the right hand, and thus that the asymmetry favours the hemisphere that is dominant for directing movements of that hand. Such an asymmetry would not be expected in macaque monkeys because they do not exhibit handedness in the sense of using the same hand consistently and for all tasks (Chatagny et al., 2013) . It is true that captive chimpanzees have been shown to have a slight tendency to right handedness when tested on a bimanual task (Hopkins and Cantalupo, 2003) ; but this tendency is very slight compared with the marked predominance of strong right handedness in the human population (Annett, 2004) . It is plausible that in the evolution of the hominids handedness was driven by the need for one hemisphere to coordinate the two hands during stone tool making (Passingham, 2008) . The suggestion is that it would pay for one hand to specialize in supporting the core and the other in the rapid striking movements needed for knocking off the flakes. If the hominids developed a gestural system of communication, it would therefore come to depend on the same left hemisphere.
Such a system could start by the use of pantomime. One individual could request an object by demonstrating its use, thus 'naming' the object manually. Rumiati et al. (2004) used PET to show that there is activation in the inferior parietal cortex when subjects are required to pantomime the use of objects.
In a further development of such a system, the actions could then be simplified so as to become static gestures. In the study by Rumiati et al. (2004) , the imitation of gestures was found to lead to activation of the tissue in the IPS. We accept that the use of gestures to name would only be the start of a system for communication. Gestures can also be used for other purposes, for example to point or to refuse. The account offered here is both tentative and limited.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation can be used to test predictions that are based on imaging studies. Double-pulse stimulation over the parietal operculum interferes with the tendency towards automatic imitation of the gestures that a subject observes, that is the affordance (Mengotti et al., 2013) . And theta burst stimulation over Broca's area interferes with the production of gestures themselves (Bohlhalter et al., 2011) . These results are consistent with the interpretation we have given for our imaging results.
On the basis of these results we are able to make a prediction. This is that the ability to tell what object is being used in pantomime would be impaired by theta burst stimulation over either PFt and PFop or the inferior prefrontal cortex (area 47/12). The assumption behind this prediction is that the parietal stimulation would interfere with the ability to grasp the meaning of the action whereas the prefrontal stimulation would interfere with the retrieval of the appropriate object. An experiment to test these predictions would complement the study of patients (Vaina et al., 1995) from which the present imaging study was derived.
4.
Experimental procedures
Participants
Eight healthy volunteers were recruited from the student population of Boston University (mean age 23.2 years, range 20-25 years; 4 females) to take part in the fMRI study. They had no history of neurological or psychiatric problems. All were right handed (Oldfield, 1971) and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Prior to participating, all subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the requirements of Boston University and Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging Institutional Review Boards for Research on Human Subjects. Before the scanning sessions the nature, but not specific purpose, of the study was explained to them and they were briefly trained outside the scanner, with shortened versions of the experimental paradigms, so as to ensure that they understood and were able to carry out the tasks. In the scanner, the task order was counterbalanced so as to minimize habituation effects.
4.2.
Pantomime task Fig. 2 shows schematically an example of the displays used to present pantomimed actions. In each trial, the stimulus sequence, shown for 4 s, consisted of a 400 msec fixation mark, followed by a red exclamation mark (subtending 7.31 Â 2.11) shown for 300 msec to announce the beginning of the pantomime video and to prompt the subjects to pay attention. Each pantomime, shown for 500 msec and repeated twice, with a 300 msec interval, portrayed the silhouette of a person miming an action that could be performed on an object by using the right hand and arm. However, no object actually appeared in the videos. The pantomime videos were followed immediately by a 2-sec presentation of colored pictures (each 81 Â 121) of two objects displayed side by side, one of which was the object whose use was mimed in the pantomime. The other object, the distractor, was related perceptually to the target, but its handling required actions with very different perceptual attributes. For example, if the pantomimed action was picking an apple from a tree, the target object was an apple, and a distractor a small pumpkin, which had the same size and shape as the apple and would be handled by the same hand shape, but the direction of the arm movement would not be up but down.
The target object was presented at random on the right or the left of the pair. All pantomimed actions were presented as videos (subtending 141 Â 201) of black silhouettes displayed on a grey background. In the pantomime the features of the object used had to be inferred from the speed, direction of the arm movement and from the size or orientation of the handgrip.
The procedure was a 2-alternative forced-choice (2AFC). The subjects indicated their choice by pressing the right or left button on the magnet-compatible button box to indicate whether the object the use of which was pantomimed was shown on the left or right of the display. The subjects entered their response during the 2-sec interval for which the objects were displayed. Table 1 presents a brief description of the pantomimes and gives the objects between which the subjects had to choose. It also provides an analysis of the types of movements that were involved. For more detailed descriptions, see Vaina et al. (1995) .
Hand-grip task
A similar experimental paradigm was used as for the handgrip task. Each trial, lasting 4 s, consisted of a 400 msec fixation mark, followed by the exclamation sign for 300 msec, two 1650 msec repeats of a picture of a common object. The objects were a knife, wooden spoon, toothbrush, screwdriver, tennis ball, key, saw, hammer, tomato-juice can, comb and scissors. Below the object, two hand-grips were shown side by side, one was the target, which portrayed photographically the grip normally used with the object. For example, one showed the normal way in which a hammer is held in the hand. The other portrayed a hand-grip that had an incorrect orientation, but showed the correct size and shaping of the fingers. The target was presented either on the right or the left at random, and subjects had to press the right or left button to indicate which of the two hand-grips was correct.
fMRI image acquisition
The data were acquired with a 1. The subjects wore ear-plugs and were supine during scanning, with dense foam pads around the ears to keep the head still. During each fMRI scan, the subjects performed the discrimination task by entering their responses on the keypad. No feedback about their performance was provided. The stimuli were rear-projected onto an acrylic screen (Daplex, bore mounted) providing a visual field of approximately 401 Â 251 at the viewing distance, via a mirror, of 32 cm. Stimuli were projected onto the screen by a Sharp XG-2000U LCD projector with a resolution of 1024 Â 768 pixels (pixel size¼ 0.2 Â 0.2 mm) at a screen refresh rate of 75 Hz, through a collimating lens (Buhl Optical).
fMRI data analysis
The imaging data were preprocessed using Brain Voyager Version 4.9 (Brain Innovations, Inc., Maastricht, Netherlands). Functional data were corrected for slice scanning time differences using cubic spline interpolation, across-scan motion, and were convolved with a 3 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel for spatial smoothing, and temporal smoothing was achieved by both linear trend removal and high-pass filtering with cut-off value of 3 cycles in time course. The cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation of the anatomical data were performed with the Freesurfer image analysis suite, which is documented and freely available for download online (http://www.surfer.nmr.mgh. harvard.edu/). The technical details of these procedures are described in by Dale et al. (1999) and Fischl et al. (1999) . The 3-D reconstruction of the cortical surface, segmented at the grey-white matter boundary and then inflated, was used to display the activations. The 3-D reconstruction step resampled the subject's brain onto the MNI 305 brain. Functional volumes were then aligned to the transformed high resolution anatomical volumes, thus transforming the functional data into a common MNI 305 space across all subjects. All fMRI activations were displayed using one of the subject's resampled MNI 305 brain.
A random effects analysis based on a General Linear Model was performed for both experimental tasks. The model generated beta weights by fitting the hemodynamic response (2-gamma) function to the time course of each voxel. Clusters of more than 5 contiguous voxels showing significant activation (FDR-thresholdozo14) were selected as regions of interest and z-score maps for each of the conditions were created.
Beta weights associated with each observed region of interest (ROI) time course were recorded to assess the level of activation relative to baseline (fixation). MNI coordinates of the ROIs were recorded at the maximum voxel intensity value. In order to compute statistically significant contrasts between the pantomime and hand-grip conditions, we used Freesurfer and algorithms developed in-house in MATLAB. To correct for multiple comparisons, z-score maps thresholded at 3.0902 (p¼ 0.001) were chosen (Forman et al., 1995) . Monte-Carlo simulations produced an empirical distribution of cluster sizes from random permutations of the chosen z-score map and assigns a p-value to each cluster-size (Poline and Mazoyer, 1993, Forman et al., 1995) . A cluster-size threshold of 50 mm 2 (po0.01) was obtained using this method. The z-score maps were initially converted from a volume space to a surface space in order to enable visualization on an inflated brain. Clustering was performed to find maps with significant areas of activation within the individual tasks. A binary map was then created after taking into account the significance threshold of a z-score and assigning a value of 1 when a particular voxel crossed the z-threshold, and 0 when it did not.
The contrast between the two conditions were performed by computing an addition between the binary maps of Pantomime and 2nHand-action. This computation assigned a value of 1 to the pantomime activation, 2 to the hand-action activation, and 3 to the overlapping activation. Clustering was then performed on the resultant surface map in order to find significantly clusters of contrasted activation and to ensure that there were no spurious areas of activation with a high significance value.
Multi-subject statistical maps were corrected for multiple comparisons using the false-discovery rate (FDR) (q ¼0.01) to find an appropriate significance threshold for each experimental task (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) . The FDR corrected significance z-threshold for pantomime and hand-grip were found to be 3.2810 and 3.4014. respectively.
